
Classic visual storytelling
A brief introduction , some basics and occasional reflections

Visual storytelling is a matter of both tangible 
expressions on a surface and deeply complex 
matters related to neuroscience, psychology 
and culture. 

For every complex problem, there is an 
answer that is clear, simple and wrong 


H L Mencken
3
What meets the eye may appear to be an 
alluringly simple solution… 

… but as in all design and communication, the 
key factor is it’s relevance to…



Technology is the answer, but

what was the question? 

Cedric Price       3
.. the fundamental questions asked, the 
purpose of the tale in a negotiated 
communication process with sender, medium 
and recipient involved.

Why? 
Why? 
Why?


T Törnqvist :) 3
Not knowing your prior knowledge in this field, 
or exactly what other lecturers may tell, I beg 
your pardon for telling too little, too much or 
totally incomprehensible stuff. If nothing else, I 
hope to challenge your curiosity and help you 
remember the three most important questions 
in any communication: 

why, why and why.

Concepts  
Things to know 

Cognition 
In your mind 

Context 
External settings 

Flow 
Processes 

Format 
Packaging media  

Form 
Visual design 
principles 

Tools  
Visual elements 

Types 
Context again: ) 

Tips 
Shortcuts +  
shortcomings (?) 3

I will try to briefly introduce a few of the classic 
essentials in a somewhat less academic way 
as a series of sketchy touch-downs. Simplified 
and scattered with many relevant matters 
omitted but more as matters to consider than 
systemic rules, hoping that your personal 
interest and other lectures will develop this 
further. 



Concepts to know
• Narrative 


• Narration 


• Narrator 1
All story-telling relate to the core and 
developed content, also the purpose and 
meaning of what is told. This will need an 
appropriate form, a mode and technique to be 
conveyed to the audience. The medium itself is 
key in this but cannot be entirely separated 
from the narrator as visual and other kinds of 
communication is a negotiated understanding 
between the sender/author and the receiving 
audience also in modalities, media 
characteristics and channel specifics. Including 
agreement on the meaning of visual 
expressions, if you will.

Concepts to know
• Narrative 


• Narration 


• Narrator

• Message/promise 


• Packaging/medium 


• Delivery/channel 2
In market communication, messages are 
turned into communication concepts and 
developed into creative solutions for delivery to 
a target group. What is the promise, how can it 
be packaged in a compelling message and 
mediated to the relevant audience? 

Concepts to know
• Narrative 


• Narration 


• Narrator

• What?


• How?


• By whom – for whom?

• Message/promise 


• Packaging/medium 


• Delivery/channel 3
Each and every part of the process will benefit 
from a clear understanding of and focus on the 
essentials steps and the consequences for the 
visuals.




Cognition
”Primate” Fairly slow  
Reason and control 
Prefrontal cortex

”Mammal” Quick  
Emotion  
Limbic system 

Amygdala, hippocampus

”Reptile” Immediate 
Survival, autonomy  
Brainstem

A lot can be said about how we perceive and 
understand visual impressions but let’s state a 
few basic things. We are pre-attentively and 
consciously biased. We can respond to visual 
stimuli before we actually feel and we feel 
much quicker and much stronger than we 
think. 

Depending on the story and the audience, it 
can be…

Kiki/takete
.. useful to consider also for humans how to 
adress the three ”brains” for effective 
storytelling on multiple levels. 

Also note how we may perceive visual objects 
to be threatening or agressive not by what they 
depict but merely by shape and colour as in 
this graphic ”violator”. While the kiki or takete 
features appear sharp and hostile…

Baluba/malemma
… the soft and rounded characteristics of 
baluba or malemma are perceived to be more 
inviting, harmless and friendly even when 
applied to dangerous predators.




Cognition

External events: 
brain recep1on  
through our senses

Consciously the brain can handle 
7 ±2 bits of informa/on at a /me 
Un-consciously the brain can handle  
2,3 million bits

Memories and  
experience

Self 
percep1on

Behaviour

Internal  
representa1on

Mental condi1on

Physiology

Meta-program  
Values  
Convic/ons 
Decisions  
A?tudes 

Filters that  
- exclude 
- distort  
- generalise

Hence, images can be deceptive and eye-
witnesses are not to be trusted. 

We filter, interpret and may distort what we see 
to create meaning in our minds. Successful 
visual story-telling need to consider not only 
the content and message, the sender’s 
intentions, the media modalities and the 
audience’s ability to perceive but also the 
entire context of the visual communication and 
acknowledge the active minds of an audience.  


Framing & priming
• Setting place, time, characters, props as 

keys for interpretation


• Planting: pieces of information leading to 


• Pay-off: result / punch line / Call to Action

What we perceive of an image is also affected 
by our prior knowledge and expectations. 
Efficiency in storytelling and desired 
achievement will increase by the author 
defining the frame of interpretation and 
preparing the audience by early hints of what’s 
to come.

Context
The frame of interpretation includes not only 
the formal encoding and decoding of the 
content, media literacy and perceptual factors 
but…



… also culture and values. High-context 
cultures and sub-cultures use symbols and 
intimations, often in elaborate style and with a 
collectivistic approach. Acknowledgement by 
the collective matters more…

Me 

  
 You 

  
 Us

… than personal satisfaction. Low-context 
cultures appreciate straight-forwardness and 
demonstration of competitiveness may be 
considered appropriate here while rude 
elsewhere. Likeability or persuasion is a crucial 
matter of choice in the marketing storytelling 
and ”tone-of-voice” is also visual.

Context, culture, telling style
• Advertising styles based on 


• Individualism/collectivism 


• Power distance 


• Uncertainty avoidance

Cultural value parameters affect both the 
narrative and the narration so typically different 
advertising styles are more or less successful 
in different cultures.



Culture is sometimes compared to an iceberg. 
The tangible media design ”above the surface” 
is merely a small part of it and good 
communication design needs to pay attention 
to what lies below. 

It’s not just ”how it looks” but ”why it looks”, 
what drives the story and motivate the 
expressions.

Flow
• Aristotle: linear storytelling 


• Premise, ”Big Idea” + moral/message


• Plotline, storyline

Inciting incident Resolution

Complications

Climax

Visual flow is about process in time, cognition 
and in space… Already in ancient times, the 
Greek philosopher Aristotle stated a story has 
a beginning, a middle and an end. Also, the 
series of events played out need to be founded 
on a core idea for coherence and forward 
drive.

Aristotle’s basic principles are still applied in 
the contemporary “Hollywood” type of drama 
and many other kinds of storytelling although 
the dramatic arc may need more of suspense 
and sensation… 


Flow
• Emotionally engaging storytelling 


• Performing arts 


• Market communication 


• Public events (e.g. politics)


• Media


• ”Trigger and release”,                   
suspense and relief

 … to meet the cravings of modern audiences. 
Emotion precedes reason and may be key for 
attracting attention and cultivating interest in 
the content. It’s very much a matter of show 
and tell, the importance of visuals has grown 
immensely with the technical media 
development.

For the spectator, recognition and relating are 
key factors for engagement but so are 
elements of surprise. The story, no matter what 
kind, needs a hook.



Flow: progression
• Visual expressions of processes


• Symbolic representations of meaning


• People/roles 


• Objects/magic 


• Places/shrines 


• Events/rituals

The essence of maturing and paths of life are 
quite similar in cultures all over the world and 
so are representations in the archetypal myths 
and characters. The core structure and 
storyline of overcoming challenges to achieve 
what needs to be done is consequently familiar 
to most audiences as described by Joseph 
Campbell in ”The Monomyth” or ”the Hero’s 
Journey”.

The typical elements are key in Norse sagas as 
the Sigurd saga, displayed in this millennium-
old rune carving not far from here and later re-
used in Wagner’s operas, in strikingly timed 
visual expressions.

These typical themes and symbols are also 
prevalent in national myths and culture stories 
about uniqueness and historic destiny world-
wide. Shared archetypes may be turned into 
distinguishing stereotypes. The power of visual 
stories as shortcuts to the public mind is 
frequently made obvious in contemporary 
media.



Flow: progression
Fictional media, such as the box-office mega-
hits Star Wars and Lord of the Rings, may use 
it with all the hereditary visual symbols and 
references on display… 

Flow: pro(?)gression
… but it also works with a more complex 
contemporary cast and setting. An ironic twist 
uses visual deterioration of character and a car 
to externally represent the internal action in the 
film titled Sideways. 


Visual flow
Running sideways from left to right, the 
Western reading order allows series of still 
images to represent time and motion by using 
space in a comic strip format. Top-down order 
seems to work well anywhere… 



?

…and right to left will do well in cultures where 
this is the established reading order but 
combinations may cause conflict.. 

Visual flow
.. unless being well-known and expected as in 
these Japanese mobile GUIs. 

Flow of motion and time can be perceived as 
circular but are rather impractical in writing 
systems and may give a static impression in 
visuals.

Frozen moments
• Before? 


• Now! 


• After?

A single still-image may also visually represent 
a flow, a process. A frozen moment in time 
where the before and the after may be 
indicated by visual cues and clues but 
essentially are played out in the mind of the 
spectator. Too much or too little information 
may block the imagination, the classic rule of 
thumb is to give “80%” and let the audience fill 
in the rest. 

Here, the shapes and directions of the image 
composition contribute to discovery and 
expectation.



Frozen moments

Reduce                                                     Focus                                   Dramatise

Our interpretation of the moment is affected by 
how we perceive the context. 

Cropping an image may alter how we feel 
about and understand the situation and the 
story told.

Semi- and non-linear storytelling
• Inter-active (explorative, navigable, etc.)… Other lecturers? 


• Demonstrative: show and tell, theme and examples… Instructions, etc.


• Circular/epic structure: intro, elaboration, return and conclusions… 
Lectures?

A lot can be said about non-linear structures 
but I believe others will tell you more about it  
so  I’ll skip to the two later types.

Semi- and non-linear storytelling
The IKEA assembly instructions are presented 
in a distinctive order. First things first but it 
allows users to go back and forth. The visual 
style is about as impersonally factual as 
possible for maximum clarity and considered 
to be part of the brand story.

Simplicity also invites make-overs, implying 
new meaning and further developing active 
participation in the visual storytelling.



• Point-of-entry? 


• Gaze pattern? 


• Point-of-exit?

Semi- and non-linear storytelling

Team
leader

Team
member

Johan Bruyneel — Team manager

Lance Armstrong 33 U.S.A. 14 Mountain and flat stages

José  Azevedo 31 Portugal 12 Mountain stages

Manuel Beltran 34 Spain 11 Mountain stages

George Hincapie 31 U.S.A. 12 Mountain and flat stages

Benjamin Noval  26 Spain 5 Mountain stages

Pavel Padrnos 34 Czech Republic 10 Flat stages

Yaroslav Popovych 25 Ukraine 4 Flat stages

Paolo Savoldelli 32 Italy 10 Mountain and flat stages

José Luis Rubiera 32 Spain 12 Mountain stages

THE CHALLENGERS

Ivan Basso (Italy), Team CSC (Denmark)

Basso, 27, showed he could stay with Lance Armstrong
in the mountains last year. He has a strong, versatile
supporting cast and showed heart at last month’s Tour
of Italy, winning two difficult stages after an illness
knocked him out of overall contention.

STAGE 8 Saturday, July 9
Pforzheim, Germany to Gérardmer, 143.5 miles

STAGE 13 Friday, July 15
Miramas to Montpellier, 107.6 miles

STAGE 18 Thursday, July 21
Albi to Mende, 117.2 miles

STAGE 19 Friday, July 22
Issoire to Le Puy-en-Velay, 95.2 miles

STAGE 21 Sunday, July 24
Corbeil-Essonnes to Paris/Champs-Elysées. 89.3 miles

STAGE 20 Saturday, July 23 (Individual time trial)
Saint-Etienne to Saint-Etienne, 34.2 miles

Santiago Botero (Colombia), Phonak (Switzerland)

Botero, 32, has regained his rhythm after two
unproductive years with T-Mobile, winning the Tour of
Romandie and finishing second at the Dauphiné Libéré.
The former time trial world champion just missed the
Tour podium in 2002.

Floyd Landis (U.S.), Phonak (Switzerland)

Landis, 29, was promoted to team leader after Tyler
Hamilton’s doping suspension. His third place finish at
the Tour de Georgia included a time trial win. The ex-
mountain biker has been feuding with his old boss,
Armstrong, but he’s not easily intimidated

Levi Leipheimer (U.S.), Gerolsteiner (Germany)

The 31-year-old Montana native has been training
regularly with Armstrong. Leipheimer finished second
in the Tour de Georgia and third in the Dauphiné Libéré
this season. He has two top-10 finishes in the last three
years and is aiming for the podium.

Jan Ullrich (Germany), T-Mobile (Germany)

We’ve heard it before, but once again, the ’97 Tour winner
and five-time runner-up is said to be in great shape.
Ullrich’s racing style has been criticized as too passive
and predictable, but at 31, he’s still one of the world’s
best climbers and time trial specialists.

Alexandre Vinokourov (Kazakhstan), T-Mobile (Germany)

Ullrich’s friend and aggressive, driven teammate has
declared he will try to make the race as hard as he can
for Armstrong. Vinokourov, 31, missed the Tour due to
injury last year but announced his comeback with a
victory at Liège-Bastogne-Liège this spring.

STAGE 14 Saturday, July 16
Agde to Ax-3 Domaines, 136.7 miles

0
55 70

118

14 30
64

Agde
10 ft.

Bêziers
39 ft.

Narbonne
10 ft.

Col de Villerrouge
1,269 ft.

Cote de Mouthoumet
1,719 ft.

Col de Paradis
2,011 ft.

Port de Pailhères
6,563 ft.

136.7 miles

Ax 3 Domaines
4,500 ft.

STAGE 15 Sunday, July 17
Lézat-sur-Lèze to Saint-Lary-
Soulan, 127.4 miles

127.4 miles0

Saint-Lary-Soulan (Pla d’Adet)
5,474 ft.

Col du Portet d’Aspet
3,506 ft.

Col de Menté
4,425 ft.

Col du Portillon
4,330 ft.

Col de Peyresourde
5,146 ft.

Col de Val-Louron-Azet
5,182 ft.

53 62 85 100 113

Lézat-sur Lèze
672 ft.

STAGE 16 Tuesday, July 19
Mourenx to Pau, 111.9 miles

111.9 miles0

Mourenx
367 ft.

Pau
689 ft.

32 44 55 66 73 81

Col d‘lechêre
2,211 ft.

Col de Marie-Blanque
3,394 ft.

Col d‘Aubisque
5,501 ft.

Lauruns
1,601 ft.

Col du Soulor
4,838 ft.

Ferriêres
1,883 ft.

STAGE 12 Thursday, July 14
Briancon to Digne-les-Bains, 115.9 miles

Briancon 4,002 ft.

Digne-les-Bains 2,073 ft.

Côte des Demoiselles-coifées
3,500 ft.

Col Saint-Jean
4,369 ft.

Col du Labouret
4,067 ft.

Col du Corobin
4,034 ft.

Col de
l’Orme

2,408 ft.

0
38 55 72 97

115.9 miles

110

0
60 73

119.4 miles

Grenoble
722 ft.

Courchevel 6,573 ft.

Beaufort
2,385 ft.

Cormet de Roselend 6,455 ft.

Bourg-Saint-Maurice
2,827 ft.

86 102

Moütiers
1,624 ft,

STAGE 10 Tuesday, July 12
Grenoble to Courchevel, 119.4 miles

20 40 61 71
106 miles

Gérardmer
2,185 ft.

Col de Grosse Pierre 3,132 ft.

Col des Feignes
2,950 ft.

Col de Bramont
3,136 ft.

Le Grand Ballon
4,389 ft.

Col de Bussang
2,398 ft.

Le Ballon d’Alsace
3,841 ft.

Mulhouse
820 ft.

0 4 14

STAGE 9 Sunday, July 10
Gérardmer to Mulhouse, 106 miles

STAGE 11 Wednesday, July 13
Courchevel to Briancon, 107.3 miles

Courchevel
4,507 ft.

Briancon
4,057 ft.

Col de la Madeleine 6,560 ft. Col du Télégraphe
5,136 ft.

Col du Galibier 8,675 ft.

0
34

68
107.3 miles

82

STAGE 17 Wednesday, July 20
Pau to Revel, 148.5 miles

STAGE 2 Sunday, July 3
Challans to Les Essarts, 112.5 miles

STAGE 3 Monday, July 4
La Châtaigneraie to Tours, 131.8 miles

STAGE 4 Tuesday, July 5 (Team time trial)
Tours to Blois, 41.9 miles

A strong performance in the technically challenging team time
trial, in which all nine riders try to stay in a compact group and
take turns pulling at the front, is the most important goal for Tour
podium contenders in the first week.

STAGE 5 Wednesday, July 6
Chambord to Montargis, 113.5 miles

STAGE 6 Thursday, July 7
Troyes to Nancy, 123.4 miles

STAGE 7 Friday, July 8
Lunéville to Karlsruhe, Germany, 141.7 miles

Departing from a tradition begun in the mid-1960s, the race will
start not with a “prologue,” or individual time trial generally under
5 miles, but a middle-distance time trial stage. Whatever time gaps
open up probably won’t matter in the end, but the winner gets an
important symbolic boost.

STAGE 1 Saturday, July 2 (Individual time trial)
Fromentine to Noirmoutier-en-I‘lle, 11.8 miles

JERSEY COLORS

Noirmoutier-
en-l’Ile

STAGE 2

STAGE 4

STAGE 3

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

STAGE 7

STAGE 8

STAGE 9

STAGE 10

STAGE 11

STAGE 12

STAGE 13

STAGE 14

STAGE 15

STAGE 16

STAGE 17

STAGE 18

STAGE 19

STAGE 20

STAGE 21

STAGE 1   11.8 miles

STAGE 3
131.8 miles

STAGE 4
41.9 miles

STAGE 5
113.5 miles

STAGE 6
123.4 miles

STAGE 7
141.7 miles

STAGE 8
143.5 miles

STAGE 9
106 miles

STAGE 10
119.4 miles

STAGE 11
107.3 miles

STAGE 12
115.9 miles

STAGE 13
107.6 miles

STAGE 14
136.7 miles

STAGE 15
127.4 miles

STAGE 16
111.9 miles

STAGE 17
148.5 miles

STAGE 18
117.2 miles

STAGE 19
95.2 miles

STAGE 21
89.3 miles

STAGE 2
112.5 miles

STAGE 20  34.2 miles

TEAM DISCOVERY

 Name  Age Country Years pro Specialty

Sources: Tour de France for Dummies; The Paceline.com.; Lance Armstrong Foundation; VeloNews; Velo Magazine; Team.discovery.com; Cyclingnews.com; Union Cyclist Internationale; Associated Press; www.letour.fr; The New Yorker; The New York Times

Lézat-
sur-Lèze

MUSCLES/BONES
A product of metabolism, lactic acid produces the excruciating

burning sensation familiar to participants in strenuous physical
activity. It could be a side effect of his grueling training regimen
or the abnormally high percentage of slow-twitch muscles in his

body: Armstrong produces less lactic acid than normal.

Thigh bone: Unusually long, it allows Armstong to apply more
force to the pedals.

Body fat: At about four or five percent, Armstrong’s body fat is
so low that he is more susceptible to infections.

LIVESTRONG BAND
Nearly 50 million bands have been sold. The
Lance Armstrong Foundation sponsors national
advocacy initiatives to raise awareness and
educate lawmakers and the public about health
care issues facing cancer survivors and friends.

THE BODY

Professional cyclists like Lance Armstrong burn 4,000
to 6,000 calories during a flat stage and more than
8,000 calories during a mountain stage. Studies say
the average human burns between 1,400 and 2,500
calories per day. All that energy has to come from
somewhere. Meals during the Tour are simple and
nourishing. Breakfast consists of eggs, pasta, rice,
bread, yogurt, cereals. During the race, lunch is handed
to the riders in bags called musettes. They contain
high-carb items; little sandwiches filled with honey
and banana slices, cakes, energy bars, energy gels
and water or sports drinks. After a stage, team
members snack on cereal and high-protein foods.
Dinner consists of meats, pasta, rice, salad, bread and
dessert.

Drug testing: The International Cycling Union (UCI)
accepts the World Anti-Doping Agency code and
incorporates it into its regulations. As a result, every
cyclist is tested for banned drugs before the race.
Daily drug tests are given to the race leader and stage
winner and a random sampling of six to eight riders
in the race.

THE EQUIPMENT continued

2006 Trek Madone SSLx (left) This is the bike
Armstrong will use in the road and mountain stages.
Adapted from last year’s Madone SSL, this prototype
is lighter and stiffer. At 7 kilograms (15.4), it meets
International Cycling Union (UCI) regulations and is
tailored to what Armstrong needs in a climbing bike:
Strength, lightweight characteristics and
responsiveness.

Frame weight:  UCI regulations dictate that the
weight of the bicycle cannot be less than 6.8 kilograms
(about 15 pounds). Bikes that are underweight can be
adjusted by adding heavier components, like an extra
bottle cage.

Frame:  Handmade in Waterloo, Wis., the frame is
constructed using Trek’s Optimum Compaction, Low
Void (OCLV) carbon process. The 110 and 55 carbon
fiber, combined with a new Boron composite material,
makes the bike lightweight and responsive.

Water Bottle:  When one can lose 11 pounds through
dehydration while racing in a Tour de France time
trial (as Armstrong did during a heat wave in 2003),
the importance of this little item becomes clear.

Bottle Cages:  Easy to operate, the cages keep a
firm grip on the bottle on even the roughest terrain.

Shoes: The upper shoe has a dimpled, golf ball effect
that enables the shoe to cut through wind resistance.
The “silverized” carbon fiber outsole provides
stiffness, is lightweight and keeps the foot 10
millimeters above the pedal.

Sunglasses:  Oakley sunglasses keep the glare out
of Armstrong’s eyes.

Earpiece:  Armstrong, like most riders, communicates
with the team manager via two-way radio.

HEART/LUNGS
A third larger than an average man, Armstrong’s heart has a resting rate of an astounding
32 beats per minute. At peak exertion, it can race up to 200 bpm. The average human’s resting
heart beats 60 to 80 times per minute, according to the American Heart Association. The
resting heart rate is the minimum number of beats per minute needed to sustain the body.

Lungs: The average healthy male’s lungs use 40 milliliters of oxygen per kilogram of body
weight during exercise; Armstrong’s lungs use around 85.

WHEELS AND SPOKES
Several different types of wheels

are used, selected according to
race conditions. The lightweight
Bontrager RXXXL model is made

of Trek’s 55OCLV carbon fiber and
is designed for the Tour’s climbing
stages. Low spoke count reduces

weight and wind resistance.

GEARS
Finger-operated levers on the handlebars control 20 possible
gear settings, allowing riders to adjust for maximum efficiency
whether they are riding in the Pyrenees, on the rolling
countryside of Lorraine or anywhere in between.

BRAKES
At downhill speeds of 60-70 mph, these must be
powerful and reliable. The specially designed cork
brake pads are ideal for the dangerous descents
Armstrong will face in the mountain stages.

HANDLEBARS
Composed of carbon-fiber for smooth,
dampened ride qualities, the new
handlebars are 40 grams (1.5 oz.) lighter
than an aluminum bar.

HELMET
A resilient outer shell, expanded polystyrene
liner, carbon-reinforced ribs and sleek,
aerodynamic design provide top-of-the-
line protection and comfort.

Graphics by Michael Mode, Steve Cowden
Text by Bonnie DeSimone, James Yu

THE EQUIPMENT
Armstrong uses two specially designed Trek bikes
for the Tour. One is for the individual and team time
trials; the other is used in the road and mountain
stages.

2006 Trek TTX (below) The bike that Armstrong and
his teammates will ride in the Tour’s time trials is
designed to be as lightweight and aerodynamic as
possible. The solid disk in the back wheel helps with
stability and smoother airflow. The frame tubes, seat
and front wheel are shaped like airplane wings to
limit air resistance, and the handlebars have the
same effect while forcing the rider into a lower, more
efficient position.

SHIFTER/BRAKE LEVER
Index shifting or click shift technology
is finger-operated. By pressing the lever
to the side, the rider shifts the gear
combination. If the lever is pulled back,
it activates the brake.

SEAT
The saddle is between 24 and 30 centimeters long. Shape

and comfort count. The leather upper is padded with
foam, and the shell underneath, composed of lightweight

plastic or carbon-fiber, rests on titanium rails.

TEAM KIT
The team jersey, shorts and bibs are made of microfiber

polyester fabric that wicks perspiration away from the skin.
Other items are helmet, socks, booties, caps, thermal

underwear, jackets and vests, gloves and shoes. And yes,
they are covered with the logos of corporate sponsors.

STOMACH
Teammates are responsible for bringing Armstrong food during

the race. Without it, his body would run out of glycogen – the
short-term supply of carbohydrates stored in muscles.

SPONSOR
The Discovery Channel is the largest of Lance's sponsors.

*Listed in order of support

THE SPONSORS*

◆  Discovery Channel (TV Network)
◆  AMD (Microprocessors development technology)
◆  24 Hour Fitness (Fitness centers)
◆  Berry Floor (Laminated floors)
◆  Trek (Bicycles)
◆  Nike (Shoes and clothing)
◆  OLN Network (TV Network)
◆  PowerBar (Performance nutrition products)
◆  Thomas Weisel Partners (Banking)
◆  Bissel (Vaccum cleaners)
◆  Subaru (Automobiles)
◆  Shimano (Bicycle components)
◆  CicloSport (Cyclometers and heart rate monitors)
◆  Dasani (Water)
◆  Giro (Helmets)
◆  Hutchinson (Tires)
◆  Carmichael Training (Performance training center)
◆  Bontrager (Wheels and components)
◆  Park Tool USA (Bike tools)
◆  SciCon (Cycling bags)
◆  SAPIM (Bicycle race spokes)
◆  Maximize (Nutrition products)

TIRES
The inner tube is sewn into the
framework, or carcass, of the tire,
then using rubber cement, glued
to the tubular rim. It takes the
Discovery Channel Pro Cycling
Team’s chief mechanic four days
to glue each tire onto the rim.

Team support
vehicles

Assigned their
positions
according to
the previous
day’s team
leader’s
standing. They
are followed by
the news and
emergency
vehicles.

Peloton

Motorcycles

French
Republic
Guard

Official Tour
vehicles

Motorcycle
camera units

Follow the
action in the
peloton and
transmit
images to
low flying
helicopters
that send it to
production
trucks at the
finish line.

TOUR VICTORIES

THE ANATOMY OF A

RACER AND HIS RACE

Challans
Les

Essarts

La Châtaigneraie

Tours

Blois

Chambord

Montargis

Corbeil-Essonnes

THE TEAM
The job of the team is to protect
the team leader — keep him at
the front of the peloton (the main
pack). The team surrounds him,
allowing him to draft or be pulled
along, saving up to 30 percent
of his energy. They also provide
food and drink. If there is a
breakaway, team riders might
be designated to pick up the
tempo and bring the riders back
to the peloton. If there is a
mountain stage, the team leader
will be led out with the help of
team members who specialize
in mountain stages. They will
pace him up the mountain until
he is challenged.

The riders have two grueling climbs on the way to the Tour’s first
uphill finish. The ascent of the Cormet de Roselend and the final
push to the ski resort of Courchevel are 12.5 and 13.5 miles long,
respectively, at an average 6 percent grade. Look for the first
bailouts by sprinters, especially if it’s hot.

Although this stage has a downhill finish, it includes three of the
most famous and punishing climbs in Europe: Col de la Madeleine,
Col du Télégraphe and the 8,675-foot Col du Galibier, the highest
summit in this year’s Tour.

The longest of the mountain stages, it features flat and rolling
terrain until it’s nearly over, when the Port de Pailhères rears its
ugly head with an 8 percent average grade over 9.4 miles. A long
descent could bring front-runners back together before the last
climb.

This “queen” stage of the Tour might get a less affectionate
nickname after riders are done with it. The second-to-last of five
major climbs is the Col de Val-Louron-Azet with an average 7.9
percent incline over 4.7 miles; it’s the warmup for the finish atop
Pla d’Adet, perhaps the most demanding of the race.

This individual time trial is the final competitive stage of the race
and likely the last true day of racing in Lance Armstrong’s career
before the Sunday parade lap in Paris. He’s sure to be motivated in
an event he has dominated throughout his Tour winning streak.

ABOUT THE TOUR DE FRANCE

Yellow Jersey: General Time
Classification, given to the rider
with the least amount of
accumulated time. Time bonuses
along the stage, plus accumulated
time, determine who receives this
jersey.

Green Jersey: General Points
Classification, or sprinter’s jersey.
Points are given at designated
spots along stages. At the finish,
the rider with the most
accumulated points wears the
green jersey.

Red Polka-Dotted Jersey: Best
Climber Classification points are
awarded during mountain stages
based on the category of the
climb. The rider with the most
points wears this jersey.

White Jersey: The Best Young
Rider jersey goes to the highest
placed rider under 25. Like the
yellow jersey, it is based on
accumulated time.

TV SCHEDULE AND WEB SITES

Fromentine

STAGE 1

Troyes

Outdoor Life Network (OLN)
July 2-24 (All time are Pacific Daylight Time)

Pre race: 5:30-6 a.m.

Race live: 6-8:30 a.m.

Rebroadcast: 9-11 a.m., 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and 2-4 p.m.

Prime time coverage on OLN

Pre race (taped): 5-5:30 p.m.

Race (taped): 5:30-8 p.m., 9-11:30 p.m.

Official Tour de France Web site: www.letour.fr

The Tour de France began in 1903, with 60
riders and a six-stage race over six days.
The 2004 Tour de France was 20 stages,
2,109.6 miles, winning time of 83 hours, 36
minutes and two
seconds
(83:36:02).
Armstrong’s
winning
margin was
six minutes,
19 seconds. This
year’s Tour, a 21-stage
bicycle race, begins
Saturday, with nearly 200
riders on 21 teams of nine
riders from around the world.
The race includes:
◆ Nine flat stages.
◆ Two individual time trials (where
the individual races against the clock)
◆ One team time trial (the team races against
the clock with all the members of the team
receiving the same time as the fifth rider to finish)
◆ Three medium mountain stages and
six mountain stages.
     It all ends July 24 on the streets of Paris along
the Champs-Elysées.
     After riding more than 100 miles most days,
and more than 2,000 miles during the 21-stage
race, the rider who has accumulated the least
amount of time becomes the overall winner.

Team riders
move forward,
taking turns
breaking the
wind for the
team leader.

Team rider
rotates
back to let
the next
rider take
his turn at
the front.

Team leader
sits behind
teammates,
using the
draft to pull
him along,
saving
energy for
later in the
race.

A team member
will drop back to
the team car to get
food or drink for
team members.

If there is a
breakaway, team
members might
raise the tempo of
the race to chase
the riders down,
or a rider might be
sent to join the
breakaway.

Start

Finish

Time trial stages
Route for flat and mountain stages

 LANCE’S  LAST TOUR 1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Paris

Mulhouse

Grenoble

Courchevel

Briancon

Digne-les-Bains

Miramas
MontpellierAgde

Ax-3 Domaines

Mourenx

Saint-Lary-Soulan
(Pla d’Adet)

Pau

Albi

Revel

Mende

Issoire

Le Puy-en-Velay

Saint-Etienne

Nancy

Lunéville

Karlsruhe

Pforzheim

Gérardmer

C M Y K LEFT SIDE C M Y K RIGHT SIDE
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A circular model, as epic storytelling, sets a 
theme, often by an intro, elaborates on details 
and will return more or less to the start by 
conclusions or wrap-up summaries. Attracting 
attention is fundamental for the ability to 
develop interest. The most important matter 
can be made the first thing noticed not by 
placement but by contrast in size, colour, 
brightness and style.

• Format + measures


• Layout

Hierarchy
Being first observed can also be used as a 
point of entry to the content and a scale of 
expressions used to guide attention in due 
order. Visual hierarchy can be based on 
information hierarchy.

Dynamism in storytelling will require clear 
priorities in organizing the content also visually. 
The requirements of legible text in combination 
with striking or explanatory news graphics 
underpin this.

Formats
Structured visual storytelling applies to all 
kinds of media but the basic forms may need 
adaptation to the specific format.

Not only modalities, form factor or technology 
matter but also how it is to be consumed.  




Formats
Any parent having “read” childrens’ picture 
books by the bedside knows the publishing 
format itself can be of utmost importance. 

Turning pages is always an adventure but 
particularly here with the die-cuts as an 
integral part of the “What happened next” 
storytelling.

Layout
Frames on a page, pages in a spread, sections 
in a paper, a magazine or a book. Layout is 
about organizing attention with a purpose. Will 
Eisner uses placement, size and direction not 
only to attract and guide but also to create 
movement and set the mood for his graphic 
novel. Also by type.

Layout
Width, height and perceived depth can be 
used not only to frame and stage stories. Two-
dimensional depth and sense of motion in still 
images structure and communicate space and 
emotion differently but efficiently here.



Tools of form
Form is telling by itself as is the lack of it. The 
carefully edited content needs to be made 
tangible, appropriately packaged and 
presented to the audience.

Expressions form impressions
Äpple

Äpple

Äpple

Äpple
Äpple

Äpple

The elements of the story turned into visual 
representations and arranged according to 
purpose and cohesive principles. An apple is 
not just an apple as we associate looks with 
meaning.

Form elements and principles
• Visual elements/features (point and line, shape, texture, space, value, 

color…)


• arranged  (layout, typography…) according to


• principles (unity, balance, scale/proportion, contrast/emphasis, rhythm, 
hierarchy…)

So, we have a number of tools in the visual 
designer’s toolbox, to be used with awareness. 
I will only touch briefly on a few matters here.
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A line in not just a line. It can enclose or 
connect. Its visual properties may be a 
message in itself.

Shape
• Square 


• Circle 


• Triangle

7 %
8 %

10 %
11 %

29 %

35 %

The fundamental geometric shapes are not 
only effective building blocks for graphic 
objects, image composition and layout. They 
are also visual directors and affect our 
impressions of motion, weight and other 
physical properties.

Negative shape, or white space, can be just as 
valuable as positive shape for visual priorities 
and harmony.



Colour
Colours may energize or cool off, express 
conflict or harmony and by themselves set the 
mood for a story. 

Hue, value and chroma can model space and 
help visual priority by holding back or bringing 
objects forward.

Colour
Colours may communicate naturally by their 
properties but may also be used as specific 
symbols as attempted here by Pixar’s 
animators.



As visual expressions of emotion are to a large 
extent based on culture and heritage, the 
colour representation intended here may not 
have the same meaning everywhere. 


Colour symbolismColour symbolism
Depending on culture, death may be black, 
purple, white or pale blue. 

Or even colourful. Red can within the same 
culture symbolize anger, love, danger or luxury 
depending on the situation. 

Knowing the context is paramount for 
understanding symbols. 

Visual language
• Semantics 


• Syntax

Selected visual elements and principles can be 
coordinated into designed visual languages. 
The semantics of elements and objects with 
specific meaning organized in a system, a 
syntax for how to use them. 

GUIs, visual information systems and brand 
communication are but a few examples.



Semiotics (simplified)

Internal representation

Referent Symbol

The semiotic triangle: 
three parts of a sign

• Sign 

‣Transfers meaning, the graphics


• Code 

‣A system within which the signs are 
organized 


• Culture 

‣The culture/system of reference within 
which the sign and code works

Visual semiotics originates from linguistic 
theory but serves well for practical analysis of 
visual messages made tangible as ”signs”. It is 
also useful for visual design decisions. 

The sign itself uses a tangible visual symbol 
which will be meaningful only if the maker and 
the audience share the same reference in the 
external world and the audience has the keys 
to de-code and understand it.

Semiotics (simplified)
• Analysis in three orders 


• Denotation 


• Connotation 


• Myth, personal or ideological frame

Denotations are really simple observations of 
the objects, literal identification of the recently 
mentioned elements and principles. 

Connotation adds associations and 
perceptions, decoding emotions and meaning.

Myth is a third and higher order, relating to the 
dominant ideology or set of values in which the 
sign may be made or interpreted, e.g. 
propaganda, feminism, etc. 

You can try analyzing this Nazi propaganda 
poster by the what’s, the how’s and the why’s 
in these three orders, if you like.

Semiotics: three types of signs
Icon

Depicting, the signifier looks like the signified concept. 

Index

Indicates/correlates to the signified, points to the cause/
effect, e.g. smoke indicates fire and a lifted nose 
indicates smell.    

Symbol

An arbitrary, agreed-upon, signifier for something that 
may look totally different or be unvisible.

To make things a bit more interesting, the 
same shape may have different meaning 
depending on the type of sign, if it is iconic, 
indicative or symbolic. 

Is it a salami sausage? 

Evidence of a wolf passing by my children’s 
primary school?

Or a warning sign within a system of stated 
significance?



Genre code
Icon, index, symbol... 

• Form is not enough  

• We look for meaning, overt or covert/hidden 
messages  

• This is often domain related 

• Contextual awareness provides the tools for 
interpretation: narrators may use framing 
and priming  

• Audience may use…?

I also must mention that in visual storytelling, 
certain genre codes have evolved. The classic 
A-shape moved in the public mind from the 
saluting ”present arms” symbol to a first 
person point-of-view representing… 

Style
…masculine dominance typically representing 
the Wild West genre and eventually all kinds of 
thrilling, cheap pulp fiction. No longer only 
genre code but also an attitude, a style 
statement perceived to be 

cool in a more modern ironic context.

Style
• Narrative 


• Visuals

+  modalities 


• Contexual

Together the tools of elements and principles 
can tell a story by not only presenting content 
but also adding layers of visual information and 
qualities of emotion. Appropriately chosen they 
can form a coherent style with purpose and 
meaning. Fun as they are, these 1970’s comics 
by the French cartoonist Jean Ache play with 
the visual signature styles of identified famous 
artists on top of the Little Red Riding Hood 
fairy tale but they stay on the surface and don’t 
tell anything about the reasons behind the 
looks. Watch out for style over substance, 
content may be king but context is imperial.



Visual storytelling
• Form follows function 


• Structure


• Use the right tools with awareness 


• Ask the right questions

This brief lecture gave a simplified overview of 
various aspects on visual storytelling, while 
omitting a lot. I expect you noticed the 
importance of the number three in visual 
storytelling and particularly remember the three 
most important questions. Pictures also 
displayed visual metaphors, puns and un-
explained elements on purpose. I hope you 
feel encouraged to invest a little bit of your 
time and attention to explore this further. 
Practice makes the master…

…it is not.

… so this is to be continued in practice by you.


